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ALT-ENFORCERS: THE EMERGENCE OF STATE ATTORNEYS GENERAL AS WORKPLACE RIGHTS ENFORCERS

JANE R. FLANAGAN

INTRODUCTION

This Essay aims to document and explore the recent rise of state attorneys general as alternative or supplemental workplace rights enforcers, including the strategies they employ to enforce existing employment laws and to protect and advance the interests of vulnerable workers in their states more generally. In doing so, I will focus particularly on one strategy central to state attorneys general workplace enforcement efforts: partnership with community organizations and “alt-labor” groups, such as worker centers, that are not traditional labor unions but represent and advocate for the interests of workers, sometimes within a particular sector or geographic region. I will argue that such partnerships are critical in order for state attorneys general to identify and prioritize the type of high-impact, affirmative workplace rights cases they want to bring and to leverage the impact of that work to obtain broad relief on behalf of vulnerable workers.

Enforcement partnerships between state attorneys general and alt-labor groups are neither a substitute for the regime of collective bargaining supported by robust and adequately funded private and public enforcement of employment standards originally envisioned by the New Deal, nor are they a true “new labor” tripartite bargaining and enforcement model that some scholars envision for the future. However, they are examples of real and creative ways that state and civil society actors are working to enforce and improve workplace rights in a time of widespread employer non-

1. Visiting Scholar, IIT Chicago-Kent School of Law. The author is the former Chief of the Workplace Rights Bureau in the Office of the Illinois Attorney General and also a former Assistant Attorney General in Maryland, where she served as Counsel to Maryland’s Commissioner of Labor and Industry.

2. Brishen Rogers, Libertarian Corporatism is Not an Oxymoron, 94 TEX. L. REV. 1623, 1631 (2016) (Rogers has defined these groups to include those that represent “workers of a particular ethnicity or who live or work in a particular neighborhood; others represent workers in a particular industry, such as restaurant workers, day laborers, or domestic workers”); Josh Eidelson, Alt-Labor, AM. PROSPECT (Jan. 29, 2013), https://prospect.org/notebook/alt-labor/ [https://perma.cc/UP28-UUR5].

compliance and ossified federal labor and employment law. State attorneys general are also conducting this enforcement work, I will argue, in ways that cut across some of the traditional divisions between labor law and employment law and bring some worker voice into employment law enforcement.

Part I describes the role of state attorneys general, their emergence as strategic affirmative rights enforcers, and the recent entry of a group of attorneys general into workplace rights enforcement specifically. Part II examines the sources of legal authority and tools that state attorneys general use to conduct workplace enforcement and advocacy on behalf of vulnerable workers. Part III draws from interviews and recent cases and investigations to show how state attorneys general partner with alt-labor and community groups to conduct enforcement and protect and advance workplace rights. Part IV looks at the limitations of these partnerships. I conclude that while these limitations are real, state attorneys general are well-suited to partner with alt-labor and community groups and that these partnerships enable them to be highly effective supplemental workplace rights enforcers.

I. WHY STATE ATTORNEYS GENERAL? WHY NOW?

A. Background on State Attorneys General

State attorneys general are constitutional officers in most states and serve as the chief law enforcement officers of every state. While their constitutional directives and duties vary from state to state, attorneys general typically represent the state and control all litigation concerning the state; act as the chief legal officer of the state and provide legal opinions clarifying the law; pursue public advocacy; and, in some states, conduct criminal law enforcement. State attorneys general are also charged with representing the interests of the people of the state collectively, and often interpret this role to include representation of their state’s most vulnerable


5. STATE ATTORNEYS GENERAL POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES (Emily Myers, National Association of Attorneys General, 3d ed. 2013) (a state Office of Attorney General is established the constitution of 44 states).

6. Id. at 11.
residents. The New York Attorney General’s website explains these dual roles as follows:

The Attorney General is both the “People’s Lawyer” and the State’s chief legal officer. As the “People’s Lawyer,” the Attorney General serves as the guardian of the legal rights of the citizens of New York, its organizations and its natural resources. In [her] role as the State’s chief legal counsel, the Attorney General not only advises the Executive branch of State government, but also defends actions and proceedings on behalf of the State.

State attorneys general have not always emphasized their role as “the people’s lawyer” so strongly. In fact, they are generally thought to have come more fully into this strategic, affirmative enforcement role after 1998, the year that a group of state attorneys general filed a multistate suit against big tobacco companies seeking reimbursement for the Medicaid costs associated with smoking-related diseases. The suit was based on multiple state laws enforced by the attorneys general of most states and was litigated and resolved in a coordinated manner, ultimately resulting in the largest civil settlement ever reached in the United States.

State attorneys general have since engaged in numerous other large-scale coordinated affirmative enforcement actions from attacking misrepresentations by subprime mortgage lenders, to reining in misrepresentations by for-profit colleges and universities, to going after polluters in clean air and environmental cases. Many state attorneys general now have a “public interest” or “public protection” division within their office, charged specifically with bringing affirmative civil litigation in areas like consumer
protection, antitrust, environmental, and/or civil rights. The cases these divisions bring are typically initiated, not on individual complaint, but on investigation or reporting that reveals broad patterns of illegality across a firm or industry. The relief state attorneys general seek is similarly far-reaching and may include injunctions, compliance monitoring, restitution to victims, and civil penalties.\textsuperscript{14}

Until recently, however, most state attorneys general affirmative enforcement work did not include cases involving employment rights. Most states have a separate state agency, typically a state department of labor, charged with enforcing state minimum wage, overtime, wage payment and collection, and meal or rest break laws.\textsuperscript{15} Paralleling the federal model established by the federal Fair Labor Standards Act, state departments of labor are statutorily charged with taking complaints of wage and hour violations, conducting administrative investigations and hearings, and – on those occasions when the matter cannot be resolved at the administrative level – referring those wage claims to litigation.\textsuperscript{16} The office of the state attorney general then conducts the litigation on behalf of the department of labor in its capacity as lawyer for the state (and as it would for any other litigation involving any other state agency).

With the notable exceptions of Massachusetts, New York, and California, prior to around 2015 state attorneys general only pursued workplace rights cases only upon referral by the state agency and not affirmatively in their capacity as lawyers for the people.\textsuperscript{17} This is a critical difference in that, in the former role, the state attorney general is bound by the findings and the direction of the client agency (which is likely informed by an initial wage claimant focused on obtaining individual relief). In the latter, affirmative role, the state attorney selects the case, directs the litigation, may draw

\textsuperscript{14} Indeed, commentators have compared \textit{parens patriae} suits to large-scale class action in terms of their scope and relief. See Margaret S. Thomas, \textit{Parens Patriae and the States’ Historic Police Power}, 69 SMU L. REV. 759, 763 (2016).


\textsuperscript{16} See 29 U.S.C. § 216. (Westlaw Current through P.L. 116-68); see also id.

\textsuperscript{17} Massachusetts is an outlier that it has been the primary statutory enforcer of the state’s employment laws since 1993. See MGL Ch. 48, § 27(C). New York started doing affirmative labor work after the election of Eliot Spitzer in 1999. See Jennifer Brand, \textit{Adding Labor to the Docket: The Role of State Attorneys General in the Enforcement of Labor Laws} 10-11 (Nat’l State Attorneys Gen. Program at Colum. Law Sch., 2007), https://www.law.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/microsites/careerservices/THE%20ROLE%20OF%20STATE%20ATTORNEYS%20GENERAL%20IN%20THE.pdf. The California Attorney General’s Office filed its first affirmative workplace rights enforcement action in 2008 according to one official there. See e-mail correspondence with Officer at CA. Attorney Gen. Office (Nov. 12, 2019).
on various sources of legal authority to do so, and may be focused on obt-
taining broader relief.

Since 2015 five states have created dedicated affirmative workplace
rights enforcement bureaus or divisions. These are: the District of Colum-
bia, Illinois, Minnesota, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. A number of
other states—Colorado, Connecticut, Maryland, Rhode Island, Vermont,
Virginia, and Wisconsin—have announced initiatives and charged at least
one attorney within the office with looking at labor issues and getting in-
volved in multistate actions. Thanks to a former bureau chief of the New
York Attorney General’s Labor Bureau, this cohort of states talks regularly,
meets on occasion, and—as will be discussed—has engaged in significant
affirmative employment cases and investigations across a broad range of
issues affecting workers.

B. State Attorneys General Involvement in Workplace Rights

A number of factors likely contributed to increased interest from pro-
gressive state attorneys general in labor and employment issues in recent
years.

1. Increasing Recognition of Wage Theft

First, workers’ advocates and academics have spent more than a dec-
ade documenting the massive scope of wage law non-compliance in the
United States and arguing that this was a form of “wage theft” thereby
making it a law enforcement problem. One study from 2017 found that in
the ten most populous states in the country, around 2.4 million workers
reported being paid less than their state’s minimum wage each year, result-
ing in an average individual loss of about $3,300 for full time low-wage

18. Phone interview with and e-mail from Terri Gerstein (Nov. 1, 2019) [hereinafter Gerstein
Interview and E-mail]. Gerstein is the former Chief of the Labor Bureau within the New York Attorney
General’s Office and has played a vital role in establishing and running these monthly calls and build-
ing these intra-state relationships from the Harvard Law School’s Labor and Worklife Program, State
and Local Enforcement Project. See State and Local Enforcement Project, HARV. L. SCH.,
[https://perma.cc/3FWC-84M9].
19. Gerstein E-mail and Interview, supra note 18.
20. See, e.g., KIM BOBO, WAGE THEFT IN AMERICA: WHY MILLIONS OF AMERICANS ARE NOT
GETTING PAID – AND WHAT WE CAN DO ABOUT IT (2009); see also Annette Bernhardt et al., Broken
(A survey of low-wage workers in Chicago, Los Angeles, and New York finding that more than 60% of
workers surveyed were underpaid by more than $1 per hour and nearly 76% of those workers who
worked more than 40 hours in a week were not paid required overtime).
workers each year.\textsuperscript{21} Against the concurrent national backdrop of rising income inequality, attorneys general could hardly help but note that these wages were being taken from people who could little afford it. As Minnesota Attorney General Keith Ellison, who founded a unit dedicated to wage theft in his office in 2018, explained:

\begin{quote}
[W]hen you ask yourself how do we get such massive inequality in our country, it’s not just because of huge tax cuts for the rich like we passed last year, it’s also working people not getting what they’ve even been promised at all. Before we ever talk about raising the minimum wage to this or that, let’s talk about getting all the wages people are already due and owed.\textsuperscript{22}
\end{quote}

2. Under-resourced Labor Agencies

Another, related factor that may have led state attorneys general into workplace enforcement is the reality that traditional wage enforcement agencies, namely state departments of labor and the U.S. Department of Labor, do not have the resources to adequately enforce employment laws. On the state level, one recent study estimated that there is one state investigator for every 146,000 workers in the United States.\textsuperscript{23} The federal Department of Labor also faces significant enforcement challenges with an estimated one investigator for every 135,000 workers.\textsuperscript{24}

While formal collective bargaining or union grievance procedures can be an alternative means of enforcing or advancing workplace standards, unionization rates have dropped to around 10% of the private sector workforce.\textsuperscript{25} And employers’ widespread reliance on mandatory arbitration provisions with class action waivers has drastically limited the possibility of large-scale private employment class actions. As a result, already strained

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item David Cooper & Theresa Kroeger, \textit{Employers Steal Billions from Workers’ Paychecks Each Year}, \textsc{Econ. Pol’y Inst.} (May 10, 2017), https://www.epi.org/publication/employers-steal-billions-from-workers-paychecks-each-year/ [https://perma.cc/W5VG-4CTT].
\item Cooper & Kroeger, supra note 21, at 5.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
public agencies are often the only formal enforcement mechanism available to workers seeking to enforce their workplace rights.26

3. A Changing Workplace

State attorneys general may also be cognizant of the challenges traditional labor enforcement agencies face in applying twentieth century laws, based on a twentieth century model of employment, to the twenty-first century workplace.27 As one former Chief from New York State Attorney General’s Labor Bureau put it “[t]he types of issues presented by today’s workforce do not lend themselves to what is often a complaint-handling approach led only by a usually understaffed labor agency.”28 In light of foreign and domestic outsourcing and fissuring and the increase in “gig” work, a single workplace or line of production may involve complex relationships between sub-contractors, temporary staffing agencies or labor brokers, individuals classified as independent contractors, and/or platform-based vendors or contractors.29 These layers of complexity are difficult to address effectively through an individual administrative complaint, handled by an investigator, against a single employer. While there is no doubt that departments of labor have grown far more strategic in their enforcement approach, state attorneys general can bring legal strategy and various legal tools to bear on such complex workplace scenarios.30

4. Politics

There is also no ignoring the political dimension of the entry of progressive state attorneys general into workplace rights. As has been well documented, state attorneys general have become more politicized and politically important in recent decades.31 This politicization has extended to

26. Epic Sys. Corp. v. Lewis, 138 S. Ct. 1612, 1646 (2018) (Ginsberg, J. dissenting) (“The inevitable result of today’s decision will be the underenforcement of federal and state statutes designed to advance the well-being of vulnerable workers.”).
27. Brand, supra note 17, at 6-7.
31. Mark L. Earley, “Special Solicitude”: The Growing Power of State Attorneys General, 52 U. RICH. L. REV. 561, 564-65 (2018) (discussing the increasingly partisan dynamic between state AG’s and the degree to which attorneys general lawsuits brought against the federal government have increas-
labor and employment issues. During the Obama administration, for example, a coalition of twenty-one Republican state attorneys general filed suit and, ultimately, successfully enjoined implementation of the Department of Labor’s proposed changes to the overtime standard.32 With the election of President Donald Trump in 2017, the tables turned and many Democratic state attorneys general saw the need to counter what they perceived to be the federal administration’s actively hostile stance to the interests of workers. In 2018 and 2019, coalitions of attorneys general submitted comments in opposition to the Department of Labor’s proposed changes to the regulations concerning tipped employees33 and overtime exemptions34 as well as to the National Labor Relations Board’s changes to the joint employment standard. 35 Thus, while the focus of this Essay is not on state attorneys’ general involvement in multi-state actions involving the federal government, it is a backdrop to their involvement in workplace rights enforcement.

II. HOW STATE AG’S CONDUCT WORKPLACE RIGHTS ENFORCEMENT

A. Cases and Investigations

State attorneys general have various sources of authority that they may rely on in order to engage in workplace enforcement activity.36 This authority varies by state and is often the primary factor that shapes how state attorneys general enter into and act on workplace rights issues.
1. Broad General Authority

Some state statutes grant attorneys general very broad authority to address legal violations of all varieties within a state. For example, New York’s executive law, states that:

[w]henever any person shall engage in repeated fraudulent or illegal acts or otherwise demonstrate persistent fraud or illegality in the carrying on, conducting or transaction of business, the attorney general may apply, in the name of the people of the state of New York . . . for an order enjoin- ing the continuance of such business activity or of any fraudulent or ille- gal acts, directing restitution and damages . . . .

Other state statutes give the attorney general broad discretion to prosecute, defend, or otherwise appear in any case involving a violation of state law or in any case that implicates the public interest.

In the absence of broad statutory authority, state attorneys general can often use their parens patriae powers to protect the residents of their states from illegal conduct, including in the workplace. The doctrine of parens patriae derives from the English common law concept that the state has a quasi-sovereign interest in the well-being of its citizens and standing to assert that interest. State attorneys general have used this authority to bring cases on behalf of the people of their respective states, to protect, for example, their health or financial interests or the interests of the state economy generally. Notably, when acting in a parens patriae capacity, state attorneys general also have standing to enforce common law.

37. N.Y. EXEC. LAW § 63 (12) (McKinney 2019).
38. See, e.g., D.C. Code Ann. § 1-301.81 (West 2017); Mich. COMP. LAWS ANN. § 14.28 (West 2017); Nev. Rev. Stat. § 228.120 (West 2019) (the “Attorney General may appear in, take exclusive charge of and conduct any prosecution in any court of this state for a violation of any law of this state, when in his opinion it is necessary.”).
41. See, e.g., Complaint ¶ 14, People of the State of Illinois v. Jimmy Johns, Case No. 2016-CH-07746, Circuit Court for Cook County, Chancery Division (June 8, 2016) (the Attorney General “brings this lawsuit pursuant to Section 7(a) of the Illinois Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices Act, 815 ILCS 505/7(a) and her common law authority to pursue actions in parens patriae to preserve the economic well-being of Illinois residents and businesses impacted by Defendants’ unlawful con-
2. Specific Statutory Authority to Enforce Employment Laws

In a minority of states, the attorney general has explicit statutory authority to enforce wage and hour or other employment laws. In Massachusetts the Attorney General’s Office has exclusive authority to inspect workplaces, enforce wage and hour laws, and bring civil and criminal suits for violations.\(^{42}\) In Ohio and Florida, the respective state constitutions charge the attorney general with enforcing the minimum wage.\(^{43}\)

A more recent trend is to give the state attorney general supplemental authority to enforce labor and employment laws. In the 2019 legislative session the Minnesota Attorney General and the Minnesota Division of Labor and Industry collaborated to support legislation that increased the criminal and civil penalties available for violations of wage theft.\(^{44}\) Additionally, the legislation contains a single line that states that “in addition to the enforcement of this chapter by the department [of labor], the attorney general may enforce this chapter.”\(^{45}\)

Also in 2019, the Illinois legislature passed Senate Bill 161.\(^{46}\) The legislation gives the attorney general:

the power and duty on behalf of persons within this State, to intervene in, initiate, and enforce all legal proceedings on matters related to the payment of wages, the safety of the workplace, and fair employment practices including, without limitation, the provisions of the Prevailing Wage Act, Employee Classification Act, Minimum Wage Law, The Day and Temporary Labor Services Act, or Wage Payment and Collection Act whenever the Illinois Attorney General believes it is necessary to protect the rights and interests of Illinois workers and businesses.\(^{47}\)

The legislation, which took effect in January of 2020, effectively gives the Illinois Attorney General broad authority to investigate and bring claims involving violations of all of the state’s core employment laws.\(^{48}\)

Neither the Minnesota nor the Illinois law takes any authority or responsibility away from the state department of labor but, rather, reflect a policy judgment by the state legislature that the state needs additional en-

---

\(^{43}\) Fla. Const. art X, § 24(e); Ohio Const. art. II, § 34a.
\(^{45}\) Minn. Stat. § 177.45.
\(^{47}\) Id.
\(^{48}\) Id.
enforcement of workplace protections.49 By design that enforcement is discretionary and allows the attorney general to bring cases on his or her own volition (not only as a result of an individual complaint) and on behalf of the people of the state.

3. Other Relevant Statutes

Beyond wage and hour laws, state attorneys general may enforce other laws that are relevant to worker protection.50 Indeed, one of the strengths of state attorneys general as workplace rights enforcers is that they tend to view their role more holistically. For example, the Washington State Attorney General’s office describes its Worker Protection Initiative as uniting “multiple legal divisions as part of a multifaceted effort to protect Washington workers” and address the “challenges facing workers” which “include labor issues, antitrust, civil rights, consumer protection, criminal justice, or environmental issues.”51 This is a significantly different conception of the role than a traditional, wage and hour agency; rather than focusing on enforcement of a particular statute, the focus starts with a particular problem workers experience and then looks to see what laws may be relevant to that problem.

Approaching enforcement from a broader worker protection framework can lead state attorneys general to take a less siloed approach to a host of violations experienced in a single workplace. For example, in 2016 the Office of the Illinois Attorney General, in conjunction with the state Department of Labor, filed suit in federal court against a number of employment agencies that advertised that they could provide restaurants with the “a large number of Mexican workers” for their kitchen jobs and specifically targeted and referred workers of Mexican and Central American na-

49.  *Id.* The bill creates a new 15 ILL. COMP. STAT. § 205/6.3, which reads: “[t]he General Assembly finds that the welfare and prosperity of all Illinois citizens and businesses requires the establishment of a Unit within the Attorney General’s Office dedicated to combatting businesses that underpay their employees, force their employees to work in unsafe conditions, and gain an unfair economic advantage by avoiding their tax and labor responsibilities. The Worker Protection Unit shall be focused on protecting the State’s workforce to ensure workers are paid properly, guarantee safe workplaces, and allow law-abiding business owners to thrive through healthy and fair competition.”


tional origin for such jobs. Once referred, the restaurants workers were subjected to abysmal working conditions, treated worse than workers of other races/national origins, and paid once monthly to what worked out to be as little as $3 an hour. The lawsuit pled both federal and state civil rights violations, as well as violations of the state minimum wage, overtime, and wage payment laws, thus blurring the traditional intra-employment law divisions, for example between civil rights enforcement and wage and hour enforcement.

Approaching workplace enforcement from a broader worker protection standpoint also blurs traditional divisions between labor and employment law. While employment law is generally more focused on bestowing individual rights and labor law more focused on collective power, state attorneys general have recently focused on addressing individual workplace violations that in the aggregate decrease workers’ power in the labor market. Washington Attorney General Ferguson for one has focused significant enforcement resources on attacking no-poach agreements between corporate parents and their franchisees that bar either party from hiring the other’s workers, a practice that economists believe leads to wage stagnation. To date, Attorney General Ferguson’s office has entered into agreements with over 150 different national chains to end the practice and a coalition of other state attorneys general has also resolved a number of no-poach cases. Similarly the Illinois and New York Offices of the Attorney General have attacked employers’ overuse of unenforceable non-compete agree-


53. Id.

54. The case pled wage violations as part and parcel of the discriminatory treatment. Plaintiffs’ First Amended Complaint at ¶ 97, People of the State of Illinois et al. v. Xing Ying Emp’t Agency, et al., No. 15-cv-10235, 2016 WL 3252216 (N.D. Ill. Apr. 22, 2016) (“Restaurant Defendants targeted Latino employees so that they could pay them less than minimum wage and subject them to discriminatory working conditions.”).

55. Andrias, supra note 3, at 38.


ments for low wage workers, including sandwich makers at Jimmy John’s and custodians and receptionists at the co-working company WeWork and secured broad settlements that release thousands of employees nationwide from their non-competes. In all of these cases, the harm the investigations or suits sought to address was the aggregate impact on workers’ bargaining power, mobility, and wages.

III. HOW STATE AGS PARTNER WITH ALT-LABOR TO ENFORCE AND ADVANCE WORKPLACE RIGHTS

In writing about how the New York State Attorney General’s Labor Bureau became a model of affirmative workplace enforcement, one former chief wrote:

Two major catalysts brought about the change into an affirmative labor bureau. One was the personal support and encouragement of a new attorney general . . . . The other was the Bureau’s strategy of “partnering” with community groups, unions, and non-profits to bring affirmative cases. This strategy enabled the Bureau to identify problem industries and workplaces, and to locate individual workers who were willing to come forward to complain about workplace violations. Most importantly, this strategy enabled the Bureau to gain the trust of these workers, many of whom would ordinarily be reluctant to come forward to a government agency.

While she wrote this in 2007, the new crop of state attorneys general interested in workplace rights enforcement find the same reasons to partner with community and alt-labor groups compelling. As the below examples illustrate, at almost every stage of their work, state attorneys general utilize community partnerships to maximize the effectiveness and impact of their enforcement, education, and advocacy efforts.


59. Brand, supra note 17, at 11.

60. State attorneys general, of course, also partner with other government agencies, traditional unions, trade groups, and employers as well, but those partnerships are not the focus of this Article.
A. How Alt-Labor Groups Partner with Attorneys General in Cases and Investigations

1. Case Generation and Referral

Because state attorneys general have limited resources and only supplemental employment enforcement responsibilities, they tend to focus on cases that will be impactful either because the conduct at issue is particularly egregious or because it is representative of a larger problem in a particular industry or location. Alt-labor and community groups can identify issues on the ground that merit government attention but that government might not otherwise be aware of, and can gather and aggregate enough information and witnesses to give state attorneys general a threshold sense of whether to invest more time and resources in launching an investigation into a particular problem or complaint.61

i. Identifying vulnerable workers.

This aggregating, identifying, and connecting role is particularly useful when it comes to cases involving very vulnerable workers. These cases are of high value to government enforcers who explicitly prioritize protection of their most vulnerable residents, yet understand that the most vulnerable residents are also the least likely to seek out government services directly because they fear retaliation; do not trust government; would not know how to contact government; or some combination thereof.62 Community partners may be in greater positions of trust with vulnerable workers and can help vulnerable workers become aware of a legal violation and build comfort in bringing it to the attention of government.63

Partnerships between state attorneys general and alt-labor or community groups have led to a number of significant cases for vulnerable, immigrant workers in recent years. In Massachusetts, Greater Boston Legal Services and Boston University Law School’s Trafficking Clinic have helped the Massachusetts Attorney General’s office identify and bring cases involving immigrant domestic workers.64 The workers were brought from their home countries, housed and controlled by their household employers who gave them almost no time off and chronically underpaid them,

63. Id.; phone interviews with Officers at N.Y. and D.C. Attorney Gen. Offices, supra note 61.
64. Email from Officer at Ma. Attorney Gen. Office (Oct. 18, 2019).
often sending small sums of money to the workers’ families via wire transfers in place of actual wages.”

Massachusetts Attorney General Maura Healey issued citations to household employers under the state’s domestic worker protections as well as wage and hour laws.

Other offices have similarly taken action on behalf of very low wage, vulnerable immigrant workers. The New York Attorney General’s Office has about a twenty year history in protecting low-wage immigrant workers employment rights. Among other matters, it recently investigated and resolved a case referred by TakeRoot Justice and the National Mobilization Against Sweatshops involving home care workers who were illegally threatened with deportation after they complained about unpaid wages.

The New York Attorney General’s office also recently criminally charged an employer for patterns of wage theft involving day laborers, in a case referred by the Don Bosco Community Center and a coalition of community groups united against wage theft in Westchester County, New York.

In California, the Filipino Workers Center and the Women’s Employment Rights Clinic at Golden Gate Law School have referred cases involving Filipino immigrant employees in the residential care facility industry. The Xing Ying case involving immigrant restaurant kitchen workers, discussed above, was also referred to the state agencies by alt-labor groups and the Mexican consulate.

Indeed, in surveying recent state attorney general enforcement actions involving vulnerable immigrant workers, I could not find one that had not been referred by a community group.

For community and alt-labor groups, state attorneys general may be particularly good partners in cases involving very vulnerable workers because they investigate and sue in the name of the people of their states and thus typically do not need to disclose the names or identities of individual impacted workers, unlike in a private lawsuit requiring named plaintiffs or


66. Id.

67. Brand, supra note 17, at 12, 13, 29-32; Gerstein Interview and E-mail, supra note 18.


70. Email from Officer at CA. Attorney Gen. Office (Oct. 18, 2019).

71. See Xing Ying Employment Agency et al., 2016 WL 3252216.
a department of labor complaint. This can give workers some initial comfort in talking to a state attorney general’s office and can also help protect the most vulnerable workers from immediate retaliation.

ii. Identifying industry-level trends or significant bad actors.

Many alt-labor groups engage in industry-level organizing and awareness campaigns that lead them to identify systemic legal issues that make good case referrals. For example, several years ago the New York Attorney General’s Office investigated and litigated a number of related wage payment cases involving large fast food franchises including McDonald’s, Domino’s, and Papa John’s. The allegations in those cases were originally identified by “Fast Food Forward,” a coalition of workers’ groups, who noticed these patterns of underpayment while in the midst of a campaign to try to organize and improve working conditions for restaurant workers. Several of these investigations resulted in significant settlements, including around $4.5 million dollars in back wages for employees of various Papa John’s franchises.

The press coverage around the fast food investigations highlights how an industry-level focus like this can further both the aims of an attorneys general office(s) and alt-labor groups. In announcing a suit against Domino’s Pizza as part of the fast food initiative, for example, then Attorney General Eric Schneiderman described the underpayment scheme as “widespread, systemic illegality, and it victimizes some of the most vulnerable workers in our state,” thus emphasizing the ways in which the case made good use of limited enforcement resources on behalf of workers who are most in need of protection. Jonathan Westin, executive director New York
Communities for Change, which was leading the Fast Food Forward organizing drive was also quoted in a news article about the investigation saying, 

“[w]hat the attorney general is probably seeing is what we have seen and heard from workers in the fast-food industry for over a year now . . . . It shows how rampant this is and how serious of a crime it is to steal wages from the lowest income workers in the city.”

Thus Westin’s statement situated the suit within a larger struggle of fast food workers and emphasized the attorney general’s involvement as indicative of the seriousness of the allegations.

Other state attorneys general have similarly conducted industry-level enforcement initiatives originally identified through alt-labor organizing drives. In a matter originally referred by the DC Chapter of Jobs with Justice, the Attorney General of the District of Columbia (“D.C.”) recently filed suit against a national electric contractor called Power Design for misclassification of employees as independent contractors. In addition to being engaged in ongoing organizing involving Power Design, Jobs with Justice had also been advocating for more strategic enforcements of municipal labor laws as part of the DC Just Pay Coalition and had helped pass a new misclassification law in D.C. As such, the suit against Power Design furthered both the D.C. Attorney General and the alt-labor group’s separate but aligned goals: for the D.C. Attorney General this case was a way to direct limited enforcement resources at a big player in an industry involved in an ongoing pattern of illegal behavior; for Jobs with Justice, the case could help lend credence to further organizing and advocacy efforts.

77. Turkewitz, supra note 73.
2. Keeping Workers Involved through Investigation/Litigation

Enforcement partnerships do not end at the time a case is referred to an attorney general’s office. Indeed, if after initial investigation the attorney general’s office decides to move forward and take formal action against an employer, the continued involvement of the referring community group will often help the matter reach a successful resolution.82 Employers rarely keep good records of their underpayment or wage law avoidance schemes and thus, whether the impacted workers are immigrant domestic workers or misclassified electrical workers, the government’s ability to prove a violation will often depend on worker testimony.83 Community and alt-labor groups can play an important role connecting impacted workers to government attorneys, facilitating worker interviews and testimony, and staying in touch with worker witnesses for the duration of a case or investigation.84

For community and alt-labor groups this kind of continued contact with workers is also in their organizational interests. An ongoing case or investigation may have the side benefit for alt-labor groups of keeping workers engaged and in touch with the organization and each other in the hopes of ultimately recovering their wages.

3. Identifying Impacted Workers and Ensuring Ongoing Compliance

After the Conclusion of an Investigation.

When investigations or cases are resolved, either through settlement or court order, community and alt-labor groups also have a significant role to play in finding impacted workers and alerting them that they may be eligible to receive back wages. Settlements can result in significant back wages or restitution for impacted workers. In California, for example, a case referred to the attorney general’s office as a result of a car wash organizing campaign, resulted in a settlement of over $1.5 million, of which about $800,000 was distributed to low wage workers as restitution.85 In Massachusetts, a case brought against a commercial laundry facility and one of

82. Email from Officer at MA. Attorney Gen. Office (Oct. 18, 2019).
83. Brand, supra note 17, at 11 (“Most labor cases cannot be proven and litigated solely based on documentary evidence such as payroll records These cases need to be developed based on the statements of workers who can testify to hours actually worked and wages paid.”).
84. Gerstein Interview and Email, supra note 18; phone interview with Officer at N.Y. Attorney Gen. Office, supra note 61; phone interview with Officer at D.C. Attorney Gen. Office, supra note 61.
the temporary agencies that supplied in with workers, resulted in around $900,000 in back wages and unpaid overtime. Yet impacted low-wage workers like the employees of these car washes or commercial laundries can be difficult to contact, particularly given their transience and the years that it can take for a case to proceed through investigation and litigation. As such, community and alt-labor groups’ relationships with these workers were critically important in these examples and other matters to alert workers that they may be eligible for relief and to help them through the process of claiming their wages. Of course, such resolutions also help community and alt-labor groups to maintain and build credibility with workers who see them delivering results in the form of a positive outcome.

Finally, even the settlement and payment of back wages may not be the end of a community or alt-labor groups’ partnership with a state attorney general’s office on a particular case or investigation. Alt-labor or community groups may play a (formal or informal) role in alerting the attorney general’s office if it appears that the employer in question is not complying with the terms of the settlement or court-order and has reverted to the illegal conduct.

B. Other Ways Alt-Labor Can Partner with State Attorneys General: Multistates, Reports, Outreach and Education, Community Events

In his seminal article on Alt-Labor, Josh Eidelson described how workers’ centers and alt-labor groups may use a “combination of tactics” to effect change including “lawsuits, consumer and media outreach, training in workers’ rights, and collaboration with friendly employers.” The same could be said of offices of state attorneys general. Even state attorneys general that do not have the authority or resources to actively pursue a docket of labor cases may nonetheless use the power of the office to elevate workplace rights issues in other ways.


88. Andrew Elmore, Collaborative Enforcement, 10 NE. U. L. REV. 72, 112 (2018) (Participation of community and alt-labor groups in case resolution provides ongoing access to workers and compliance monitoring in ways that may be more effective and efficient than government inspections).

89. Eidelson, supra note 2.

1. Multistate Investigations

State attorneys general may be able to band together to draw attention or learn more about emerging workplace rights concerns where the law is silent or out of date. A good example of this is the 2016 multistate attorney general initiative on use of “on-call” shifts for retail workers.91 Through attempts to organize retail workers, organizers had learned that one of retail workers’ biggest concerns were their unpredictable schedules, including their employers’ reliance on-call shifts, which required hourly workers to arrange childcare, travel to work, and report for a scheduled shift, only to learn then whether they would be expected remain at work and actually paid.92 The practice was not illegal, and while some states, like New York, had laws that required workers’ to be paid for reporting for duty, many did not.93

Ultimately a coalition of nine state attorneys general sent a letter to fifteen large national retailers seeking information about their use of on-call shifts and citing concerns about the impact of unpredictable scheduling on workers and their families.94 As a result of the attorneys general investigation and the spotlight placed on the practice, the majority of retailers investigated agreed to voluntarily cease their use of on-call shifts rather than face the prospect of a protracted investigation and possible litigation.

2. Reports

Attorneys General also issue reports on emerging workplace issues, particularly where there is no law on point, or they are contemplating a change in the law. For example, the New York Attorney General’s office issued a comprehensive report based on its investigation into payment by payroll card.95 In Pennsylvania, a partnership between the Attorney General’s Office and a Temple University Law School clinic led to a report on

non-compete agreements. The District of Columbia Attorney General also recently issued a report on payroll fraud and held a public hearing on the issue in connection with the report. Community and alt-labor groups can be a resource for this kind of public report by providing general background, sector-specific information, or connecting offices of attorneys general with workers to interview about the issues they are investigating.

3. Education and Outreach Events

For those states just beginning to enter into workplace rights enforcement, conducting outreach to community and alt-labor groups and in conjunction with these groups, can be another important way to build enforcement partnerships, identify areas of interest, and build an office’s profile on labor and employment issues. Alt-labor and community groups conduct their own education campaigns and events and may share an interest in bringing government representatives to participate in those events. For example, in fiscal year 2019, the Fair Labor Division of the Massachusetts Attorney General’s Office conducted around 175 outreach or community training events including “presenting at meetings organized by community-based partners.” The Fair Labor Division also holds wage theft clinics at various locations across Massachusetts with the help of a long list of community partners including legal aid organizations, workers centers, unions, law schools, and private attorneys and offer a direct means for workers to receive legal counseling (such as help with basic pleadings) or find legal representation.

IV. LIMITATIONS

State attorneys’ general involvement in workplace rights enforcement and their collaboration with alt-labor and community groups in this en-

98. Brand, supra note 17, at 13; email from Officer at PA. Attorney Gen. Office, supra note 96.
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forcement are positive developments for those who believe in the need for more community-driven enforcement of employment standards. However, these partnerships have inherent limitations that must be understood and acknowledged.

\textit{A. Limitations on State Attorneys General as Alt-Enforcers of Workplace Rights}

As workplace rights enforcers, state attorneys’ general strengths are also their limitations. State attorneys’ general status as supplemental workplace enforcers, their relatively small size, and the breadth of laws and issues they enforce outside the workplace, enable them to be selective and strategic in their enforcement work and make them comparatively nimble and creative in their enforcement. However, this also means that they have limited resources, competing priorities, and nothing that obligates them to do affirmative labor and employment cases. Realistically a large and resource intensive workplace rights case may have to compete for limited resources and attorney time with a big civil rights or consumer case in many states.

The discretionary nature of state attorneys’ general involvement with workplace rights enforcement also makes it more subject to political change. While workers’ rights may be having a “moment” right now in certain states with certain state attorneys general, it remains unknown to what degree these fledgling efforts will withstand changes in administration, particularly across party lines. State attorneys’ general legacy and status as workplace enforcers will be largely dependent on the ability of their office to build expertise and a sustained commitment to the work over time and through shifts in administration at both the state and federal levels.

Federalism also imposes clear limitations on state attorneys’ general work in this area. State attorneys general are able to investigate a range of wage and hour issues, workplace discrimination, and anti-competitive labor practices, because these are areas of the law where states are permitted to legislate and enforce above the federal standard. Yet state attorneys general are limited in their ability to impact issues like collective bargaining rights or immigrant employment rights – issues that are hugely influential on the kind of power that workers can wield in their workplaces – but generally federally preempted.\textsuperscript{102}

\textsuperscript{102} State attorneys general have done some work around the edges of these issues. For example, after the Supreme Court’s decision in \textit{Janus v. AFSCME}, 138 S. Ct. 2448 (2018), concerning public
B. Limitations on State AG Partnerships with Community Organizations

There are also clear limitations in the extent to which state attorneys general can partner with community organizations around workplace rights enforcement. Many of these limitations are the same as those identified in prior scholarship concerning co-enforcement models with state or local labor agencies. One of these tensions is between government agency’s need to maintain appropriate neutrality, confidentiality, and independent decision-making, and a community organization’s understandable desire to remain updated on the progress of a case or investigation it referred, involving workers it identified. Government agencies may be limited in the information they can share with community and alt-labor groups due to legal confidentiality requirements or simply hesitant to share much information out of concern about a group’s activist tactics. On the other side, community groups may grow frustrated and stop bringing complaints or cases to government if they are then cut off from any information about how those cases or investigations are proceeding.

To some extent these tensions are natural and to be expected given the different roles and goals of government enforcers, including state attorneys general, and alt-labor groups. To make a collaboration work then, “[a]ll parties to the collaboration must be clear on the roles that each group will
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play . . . Partners must understand that once a case is brought to the attorney general, the attorney general’s office will pursue its own law enforcement goals which may not dovetail exactly with the interests of the outside partner.”107 Not all of the violations that a community group encounters will make good referrals nor will the attorney general’s office pursue all of them. On both sides there needs to be open communication and a nuanced understanding of the broader goals and objectives of the other.

CONCLUSION

While relatively recent entrants into workplace rights enforcement, state attorneys general have proven themselves to be flexible and entrepreneurial in ways that cut across traditional administrative employment law enforcement divides; traditional labor law/employment law divides; and state-by-state enforcement divides. State attorneys’ general background and experience in enforcing consumer, anti-trust, and environmental laws makes them more focused on collective remedies and savvy about market forces that weaken workers’ bargaining power.

One of the strengths of state attorneys’ general emerging workplace enforcement model is their partnership with alt-labor and other community groups. These partnerships allow state attorneys general to better identify cases that merit strategic prioritization and to resolve those cases in successful and impactful ways. They also keep state attorneys general aware and responsive to emerging workplace issues that impact workers in their day-to-day lives. While these enforcement partnerships importantly do not and cannot solve the massive underenforcement of employment laws in the United States, they do provide a model of how public enforcement agencies can conduct creative enforcement that responds to the priorities and concerns of unrepresented workers in the contemporary workplace.